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Abstract
Given a linear variable coecient DAE, the logarithmic norm of a pencil related to the original pencil (A(t); B(t)),
allows us to determine the contractivity of kA(t)x(t)k. When algebraically stable Runge{Kutta methods are used for
DAEs, the contractivity for kAn+1xn+1k is no longer maintained for all stepsize. In this paper we dene a new approach
for Runge{Kutta methods that preserve contractivity. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider dierential systems of the form
F(t; y; y0) = 0: (1)
If @F=@y0 is regular, then (1) is an implicit ordinary dierential equation (ODE). Otherwise, if @F=@y0
is singular, (1) is a dierential algebraic equation (DAE).
DAEs have been deeply studied during the last years [2,6,8,13{15,17]. They are classied by their
index; the dierential index is the minimum number of times that (1) must be dierentiated to obtain
an ODE. An important characteristic of DAEs is that not any value can be imposed as an initial
condition. In fact, the dynamics of the system is ruled by a lower dimension ODE, the underlying
ODE.
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Many numerical methods dened for ODEs have been adapted to DAEs [2,6,8,7]. Usually, the
order of convergence obtained is less than the order obtained for ODEs, and the higher the index,
the higher the reduction.
In this paper, we consider linear variable coecients systems
A(t)x0(t) + B(t)x(t) = f(t); (2)
with A(t) singular. If we denote Ani=A(tn+ cih), Bni=B(tn+ cih) and fni=f(tn+ cih), the solution
using an implicit Runge{Kutta method for (2) proposed in [16,3] is given by
xn+1 = xn + h
sX
i=1
biX 0ni; (3)
where
AniX 0ni + BniXni = fni and Xni = xn + h
nX
j=1
aijX 0nj; i = 1; : : : ; s: (4)
If the pencil (A; B) is regular and the matrix coecient A is nonsingular, there is an h0 such that
for h6h0 the system (4) has a unique solution. With the help of the simplifying assumptions
B(p); C(q) and A1(r), convergence results for these schemes can be found in [2,6] for index 1
DAEs, and in [12] for index 2 DAEs. In the following, we will refer to (3) and (4) as a classical
approach.
The concept of logarithmic norm of a matrix [A] is an useful tool in the perturbation analysis of
nonlinear dierential equations [5,8]. If [fy(t; y)]60, the system is called dissipative and given any
two solutions y(t) and ~y(t), it holds that ky(t)− ~y(t)k is a nonincreasing function. The concept of
B-stability refers to the preservation of contractivity for the numerical solution for autonomous dissi-
pative systems [5]. If yn+1; ~y n+1 are the numerical solutions obtained from yn and ~y n, respectively,
by a Runge{Kutta method, the method is called B-stable if for any stepsize h> 0,
kyn+1 − ~y n+1k6kyn − ~y nk:
If we denote B=diag(b1; : : : ; bs) and M =BA+AtB−bbt , the method is called algebraically stable if
the matrices M and B are nonnegative. It is well known that algebraic stability implies B-stability,
and for the class of S-irreducible methods, these concepts are equivalent [5,8].
A similar study can be done for the DAE (2). In [11] the concept of logarithmic norm for a
matrix pencil is dened. When the norm used is an inner product one, the logarithmic norm of a
pencil (A; B) is dened as
V [A; B] = max
x2V; x 6=0
hAx;−Bxi
hAx; Axi ;
with V any subspace such that V \ Ker(A) = f0g. In [10] the following theorem was proved:
Theorem 1.1. Let V a subspace such that V \ Ker(A(t)) = f0g and such that the solution x(t) of
the homogeneous DAE (2) is in V. Then
kA(t)x(t)k6e
R t
t 0
V [A(u); B(u)−A0(u)] du  kA(t0)x(t0)k: (5)
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And thus if V [A(t); B(t)−A0(t)]60, we get contractivity for kA(t)x(t)k. This contractivity property
can be used to derive asymptotic stability. It would also be desirable to maintain this contractivity
property for the numerical solution,
kAn+1xn+1k6kAnxnk: (6)
In [9] the index 1 DAE,
1 (1 + )t
0 0

x0(t) + 

1 (1 + )t
1 −+ (1 + )t

x(t) = 0 (7)
is considered. The underlying ODE is z0(t)=((1+)=−) z(t) ; and thus the solution is asymptotically
stable for > (1 + )=. For index 1 case, we know that the solution is in V = fx jBx 2 Img (A)g
and V  Ker(A) = Rn. The logarithmic norm V [A; B− A0] can be computed [11]
V [A; B− A0] = 1 +  − ;
and thus for > (1+)= we have contractivity for kA(t)x(t)k. In order to maintain the contractivity
property (6) with the implicit Euler method, we get that (6) holds if and only if1− h((1 + )=)1 + h
61;
and therefore a restriction on the stepsize h is obtained for this algebraically stable method.
An important dierence between DAEs and ODEs, pointed out for index 1 DAEs in [6, p. 26], is
that the components of x0(t) running in Ker(A(t)) do not inuence the fulllment of the equation.
In fact, the function space used in [6] is fx(t) 2 C jP(t)x(t) 2 C1g, with I − P(t) a projector onto
Ker(A(t)). But when some ODE methods are proposed for DAEs, it is not taken into account. In
fact, with the usual Runge{Kutta approach for DAEs (3) and (4), we use the method for all the
\components" of x(t) and we advance with all the \components"; this means somehow that all the
\components" are treated as if all of them were derivated, and this is not the case. The good results
for stiy accurate Runge{Kutta methods for semi-explicit index 1 problems [7], where the ODEs’
convergence order is maintained, can be explained because the dierential component is integrated
with the ODE method and the algebraic component is obtained from the algebraic constraint.
Due to the diculties in nding methods that maintain the contractivity property (6) and the
remarks in the above paragraph, we propose in this paper a new approach for Runge{Kutta methods.
In Section 2 new schemes are dened. In Section 3 we study these methods for DAEs transformable
to constant coecients. The convergence analysis and the study of the contractivity is done in
Sections 4 and 5 and some numerical examples are given in Section 6.
2. New approach
In order to derive a new approach for DAEs, we recall that the origin of some Runge{Kutta is a
quadrature formula. We consider the values ci 6= cj for i 6= j; ci 2 [0; 1] and the quadrature formulasZ 1
0
'(t) dt 
sX
i=1
bi'(ci);
Z ci
0
'(t) dt 
sX
j=1
aij'(cj): (8)
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We can integrate y0(t)=f(t; y(t)) in the intervals [tn; tn+h] and [tn; tn+cih], use (8) and substitute
y(tn+h); y(tn) and y(tn+cih) by yn+1; yn and Yni, respectively, to get the usual Runge{Kutta method.
We are going to follow the quadrature approach used to derive Runge{Kutta methods for ODEs
to get new numerical methods for DAEs. Thus, we integrate the DAE (2) in the intervals [tn; tn+ h]
and [tn; tn + cih], we integrate by parts, and make use of quadrature formulae (8). We propose the
method
An+1xn+1 − Anxn + h
sX
i=1
bi(Bni − A0ni)Xni = h
sX
i=1
bifni; (9)
with Xni solution of
AniXni − Anxn + h
sX
j=1
aij(Bnj − A0nj)Xnj = h
sX
j=1
aijfnj; i = 1; : : : ; s: (10)
The expression An+1xn+1 is an approximation to A(tn+1)x(tn+1). Depending on the DAE and the
method, this value is actually in Im A(tn+1).
If we denote DA =diag(An1; : : : ; Ans), and in a similar way DB−A0 ; X = (X tn1; : : : ; X
t
ns)
t and F(Tn) =
(f(tn1)t; : : : ; f(tns)t)t, in matricial form, system (10) can be written as
[DA + h(A⊗ I)DB−A0]X = e ⊗ Anxn + h(A⊗ I)F(Tn): (11)
In the next proposition we prove that the numerical approximations can be obtained.
Proposition 2.1. If the matrix A is nonsingular and the pencil (A; B − A0) is regular; then there
exists an h0 such that for h6h0 system (11) has a unique solution.
Proof. We have to prove the regularity of the matrix DA + h(A ⊗ I)DB−A0 , that can be written as
Is ⊗ An + h(A⊗ (Bn − A0n)) + #(h): From the regularity of the pencil (A; B− A0) and the coecient
matrix A, we can get the regularity of Is ⊗ An + h(A⊗ (Bn − A0n)), and thus the desired result.
In the following, we will assume that A is nonsingular and the pencil (A; B− A0) is regular.
Observe that for the classical approach, we need the regularity of the pencil (A; B) whereas for
the new approach we need the regularity of the pencil (A; B − A0). Two simple examples show us
that we may have DAEs where one approach can be used but not the other.
Example 1. For the DAE
0 0
1 −t

x0(t) +

1 −t
0 0

x(t) = f(t);
the pencil (A; B) is singular (recall that this DAE has unique solution even though the pencil is
singular), but the pencil (A; B− A0) is regular.
Example 2. For the DAE
0 1
0 t

x0(t) +

1 0
t 1

x(t) = f(t):
the pencil (A; B) is regular, but (A; B− A0) is singular.
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The above examples are tractable with index 2 DAEs [14]. We know that tractability with index
2 of the pencil (A; B), that ensures existence and uniqueness of solution with consistent initial
conditions, is equivalent to regularity with index 2 of the modied local pencil (A; B − AP0), but
does not imply the regularity of the pencil (A; B).
The above situation cannot happen for the index 1 case. By Theorem 13 in [6, p. 198], the pencil
(A; B) is regular with index 1 if and only if the pencil (A; B−AP0) is regular with index 1. A simple
computation relates this pencil to the pencil (A; B− A0).
Proposition 2.2. The pencil (A; B−A0) is regular with index 1 if and only if the pencil (A; B−AP0)
is regular with index 1.
Proof. It is enough to prove that the matrix A + (B − A0)Q is regular if and only if the matrix
A + (B − AP0)Q is regular. From AQ = 0 and PQ = 0, we get A0Q = −AQ0 and P0Q = −PQ0.
Therefore, A0Q =−AQ0 =−APQ0 = AP0Q; and hence A+ (B− A0)Q = A+ (B− AP0)Q.
Observe that with (9) and (10) we only get and use approximations of some of the \components",
namely, we only use Anxn and only get An+1xn+1. Therefore, we must compute an approximation xn+1
from An+1xn+1 at the desired points tn+1. Depending on the DAE and on the Runge{Kutta method,
there are dierent possibilities.
If the method is stiy accurate, we have An+1xn+1 =An+1Xs; thus a possible choice for xn+1 is Xs.
In this case, it is easy to see the relationship between the classical approach and the new approach
for linear systems with constant matrix A.
Proposition 2.3. We consider a DAE with constant A. If we denote the internal stages of the
classical scheme and the new scheme by ~X ni and Xni; respectively; then ~X ni = Xni.
Proof. If we multiply (4) by A, we get system (11), and hence, from the uniqueness of solution, the
internal stages are the same, ~X ni=Xni. If we denote the numerical solution of the classical approach
by ~xn+1 we also obtain A ~xn+1 = Axn+1 = A xn+1.
Corollary 2.4. We consider a DAE with constant A. If the method is stiy accurate; the nu-
merical solution obtained with the new approach with xn+1 = Xs and the classical approach is
the same.
If the method is not stiy accurate, we must take into account the type of DAE. For constant
coecients and index 1 DAEs some kind of projections can be done to get the new approxi-
mation from Axn+1. We present here some aspects for index 1 case. For a more detailed study
see [10].
For an index 1 DAE, we have Rn = S(t)  Ker(A(t)), with S(t) = fx jB(t)x 2 Img(A(t)) g. If
Qs(t) denotes the canonical projector onto Ker(A(t)) along S(t) and Ps(t) = I − Qs(t), we have
Ps(t) = [A(t) + B(t)Qs(t)]
−1A(t) and the solution can be written as [6, p. 43],
x(t) = Ps(t)x(t) + Qs(t)x(t) = [A(t) + B(t)Qs(t)]
−1A(t)x(t) + Qs(t)[A(t) + B(t)Qs(t)]
−1f(t):
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This means that Ps(t)x(t) can be computed from A(t)x(t) and Qs(t)x(t) can be computed from the
nonhomogeneous term. Hence for the numerical solution, we can compute
xn+1 = un+1 + vn+1; (12)
with un+1 2 S(t) from An+1xn+1 as
un+1 = (An+1 + Bn+1Qs;n+1)−1An+1xn+1 (13)
and vn+1 2 Ker(A(tn+1)) as
vn+1 = Qs(tn+1)[A(tn+1) + B(tn+1)Qs(tn+1)]
−1f(tn+1): (14)
If the method is stiy accurate, and we take the sth internal stage as the approximation at
tn+1; xn+1 = Xs, part of the solution is the same as (12){(14).
Proposition 2.5. For stiy accurate methods un+1 in (13) coincides with Ps;n+1Xs.
Proof. For stiy accurate methods, it holds that An+1xn+1 = An+1Xs. Thus,
un+1 = (An+1 + Bn+1Qs;n+1)−1An+1xn+1 = (An+1 + Bn+1Qs;n+1)−1An+1Xs = Ps;n+1Xs:
For some index-1 DAEs, Qs;n+1Xs and vn+1 in (14) also coincide.
Proposition 2.6. For stiy accurate methods and index-1 DAEs with constant A; then projection
(13) and (14) and xn+1 = Xs; give the same approximation
Proof. As A is constant, we can write (11) as
DBX =
1
h
DA(A−1 ⊗ I)(e ⊗ xn − X ) + F(Tn);
or if we denote A1 = (A+ BQs),
DQsX =−DA−11 BPsX +
1
h
DA−11 A(A
−1 ⊗ I)(e ⊗ xn − X ) + DA−11 F(Tn):
We multiply by DQs and use that A
−1
1 A=Ps; QsA
−1
1 B=Qs to obtain, DQsX=DQsA−11 F(Tn): In particular
for the last stage, that implies (14).
If A is not constant, for some homogeneous DAEs, we still have that projection and xn+1 = Xs,
give the same approximation.
Proposition 2.7. For stiy accurate methods and homogeneous DAEs; if Img (A(t)) = R; indepen-
dent of t and A0(t)P(t) = 0; then Xs 2 S(tn+1).
Proof. Actually (11) implies
DB−A0X =
1
h
(A⊗ I)−1(e ⊗ Anxn − DAX );
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or if we use A0(t) = A0(t)P(t) + A0(t)Q(t) = A0(t)P(t)− A(t)Q0(t), and the fact that A0(t)P(t) = 0,
DBX =−DAQ0X + 1h(A⊗ I)
−1(e ⊗ Anxn − DAX ) 2 R
and, in particular, for the last internal stage, Bn+1Xs 2 R and hence Xs 2 S(tn+1).
Corollary 2.8. For stiy accurate methods and homogeneous DAEs; if Img(A(t))=R; independent
of t and A0(t)P(t) = 0; then projection and xn+1 = Xs give the same approximation.
Proof. From the above proposition, Xs 2 S(tn+1). Thus Qs;n+1Xs = 0.
From Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 2.6, for stiy accurate methods, if the matrix A is constant,
the new approach ( xn+1 = Xs or projection (13) and (14)) and the old approach give the same
approximation. For a nonstiy accurate method, even if A is constant, the classical approach and
the new approach give dierent results. If we use (12) and (13) to get the new approach, as
A ~xn+1 = Axn+1, we obtain that Ps(tn+1)xn+1 = Ps(tn+1) ~xn+1, the part in S(tn+1) is exactly the same for
both approaches. But, in general,
Qs(tn+1)xn+1 6= Qs(tn+1) ~xn+1 = Qs(tn+1)[A+ B(tn+1)Qs(tn+1)]−1f(tn+1):
Consider for example, the semiexplicit index 1 constant coecient case. The new approach is simply
the indirect approach for semiexplicit index 1 DAEs [8, p. 404]. The classical approach corresponds
to the direct approach.
Remark. For Lobatto IIIA methods, the matrix A is singular but the submatrix ~A = (aij)i; j>2 is
invertible and the method is stiy accurate. This new approach can be also applied in a similar
way is done for DAEs [7] by dening Xn1 = xn and computing xn+1 = Xns. For the new approach,
we get for the rst internal stage AnXn1 − Anxn = 0. If An is singular, there are innite vectors that
satisfy this relationship and there are two possibilities to nd Xn1: we may take Xn1 = xn or we may
project. As the method is stiy accurate, to obtain xn+1 we can take xn+1 = Xns or we can project.
Thus, we have four possibilities: (1) Xn1 = xn and xn+1 = Xns; (2) Xn1 = xn and xn+1 projected; (3)
Xn1 projected and xn+1 = Xns; (4) Xn1 projected and xn+1 projected. Options (1) and (3) give for the
trapezoidal rule
An+1xn+1 − Anxn + h2((Bn − A
0
n)Xn1 + (Bn+1 − A0n+1)xn+1) = 0:
If A0 is a constant matrix, the choice Xn1 = xn leads to trapezoidal rule scheme (27b) proposed in
[1].
3. Convergence for DAEs transformable to constant coecient
In [4], given the k-step BDF method
P
j=0 k k; jxn−j=hfn, the modied k-step methods are dened
for linear variable coecient DAEs (2) as
[k;0An + h(Bn − A0n)]xn +
kX
j=1
k; j An−jxn−j = hfn;
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and thus, the method proposed for the implicit Euler method (BDF1) coincides with the new approach
for Runge{Kutta methods with xn+1 = Xs done in this paper. Convergence is studied for DAEs
transformable to constant coecient, i.e. for DAEs such that there exist a nonsingular dierentiable
L(t) such that the change x = L(t)y transforms (2) to a constant coecient solvable system. Such
systems are characterized by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. System (2) is transformable to constant coecients if and only if (1) sA + B − A0
is invertible on I for some s; and (2) A(sA + B − A0)−1 is constant on I. If (1) and (2) hold;
we may take L(t) = (sA + B − A0)−1 to obtain the system Cy0(t) + (I − sC)y(t) = f(t) where
C = AL.
Thus, if we denote yn= L−1n xn, Yni = L
−1
ni Xni, and take into account that B− A0= (I − sC)L−1, for
transformable systems (9) and (10) is
Cyn+1 − Cyn + h
sX
i=1
bi(I − sC)Yni = h
sX
i=1
bifni ; (15)
with Yni solution of
CYni − Cyn + h
sX
j=1
aij(I − sC)Ynj = h
sX
j=1
aijfnj; i = 1; : : : ; s (16)
that corresponds to the integration of the linear constant coecient DAE
Cy0(t) + (I − sC)y(t) = f(t)
with the new approach. Observe that, in this case, the solution obtained in (15) is consistent with
(16). For index-1 case, the transformed constant coecient DAE also has index 1. If we nd the
numerical approximation xn+1 by (14) and (13) it holds that
x(tn+1)− xn+1 = (An+1 + Bn+1Qs;n+1)−1[An+1x(tn+1)− An+1xn+1]
= (An+1 + Bn+1Qs;n+1)−1[Cy(tn+1)− Cyn+1]: (17)
For any DAE, if the method is stiy accurate and we nd the numerical approximation by xn+1=Xs,
we have
x(tn+1)− xn+1 = L(tn+1)[y(tn+1)− Ys]: (18)
We study the order of convergence for the new schemes applied to transformable to constant
coecients DAEs. For the index  pencil (A; B), the Kronecker canonical form is given by PAQ =
diag(I; N ); PBQ=diag(C; I), where P and Q are regular matrices, and N is nilpotent with order of
nilpotency . If we multiply by P and make the change of variables x=Q(yt; zt)t, we decouple the
constant coecient linear DAE. The Kronecker canonical form allow us to decouple (9) and (10) to
obtain that yn is the numerical solution for the ODE y(t)0 +Cy(t) =f(t). Therefore, if the method
has order p for ODEs, we get yn − y(tn) = #(hp).
If the DAE has index 1 and is transformable to constant coecient, the new DAE has also
index 1. In the following proposition, we give the order of the error Cy(tn)− Cyn in (17).
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Proposition 3.2. Consider a linear constant coecient DAE with index =1. If the Runge{Kutta
method has order Kd for ODEs; then the numerical solution obtained with the new approach
satises
Ax(tn)− A xn = #(hKd):
Proof. For index 1 problem, we get, for P the regular matrix that gives us the Kronecker canonical
form
Ax(tn+1)− Axn+1 = P

I
0

y(tn+1)− yn+1
z(tn+1)− zn+1

= P

y(tn+1)− yn+1
0

= #(hp):
From this proposition and (17), we state the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Consider a linear index 1 DAE transformable to constant coecient. If the Runge{
Kutta method has order Kd for ODEs; then the numerical solution obtained with the new approach
by projection (14) and (13) satises
x(tn)− xn = #(hKd):
For higher index DAEs transformable to constant coecient, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.4. We consider a DAE (2) transformable to a constant coecient DAE with index
. If the Runge{Kutta method is stiy accurate and has order Kd for ODEs; then the numerical
approximation obtained with the new approach xn+1 = Xs veries
x(tn+1)− Xs = #(hK);
with
K = min
26i6
(p; ka; i − i + 2)
and ka; l the largest integer such that
btA−ie =
btA−lcl−i
(l− i)! ; i = 1; 2 : : : ; l− 1;
btA−ici = i(i − 1)    (i − l+ 2); i = l; l+ 1; : : : ; ka; l:
Proof. In this case we have to study (17). Remember that Corollary 2.4 states that for constant
A the new approach with xn+1 = Xs and the classical approach give the same approximation. Thus,
x(tn+1)− Xs = #(hK), with K the order of the Runge{Kutta method for a linear constant DAE with
index  [3, p. 85]. Observe that ka;1 =1 for stiy accurate methods.
4. Contractivity
As it was pointed out in Section 1, our aim for the denition of the new approaches was to
maintain the contractivity property for the numerical solution, in the same way it is maintained for
the true solution. With the new approach dened in this paper, it can be easily proven.
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Theorem 4.1. We consider homogeneous DAE (2) and the approximation An+1xn+1 obtained by
(9) and (10). If the Runge{Kutta method is algebraically stable; and Vni is a subspace such that
Xni 2 Vni and
Vni [Ani; Bni − A0ni]60
then
kAn+1xn+1k6kAnxnk:
Proof. If we denote Wni = h (Bni − A0ni)Xni; M = BA + AtB − bbt; mi; j the (i; j) element of M , and
follow the lines of Theorem 4:2:2 in [5] we get
kAn+1xn+1k2 = kAnxnk2 + 2
*
Anxn;
sX
i=1
biWni
+
+
*
sX
k=1
bkWnk ;
sX
i=1
biWni
+
= kAnxnk2 −
sX
i; j=1
mijhWnj;Wnii+ 2h
sX
i=1
bihAniXni;−(Bni − A0ni)Xnii
6 kAnxnk2 −
sX
i; j=1
mijhWnj;Wnii+ 2h
sX
i=1
biVi [Ani; Bni − A0ni]kAniXnik2
6 kAnxnk2:
For the index 1 case, if Img(A(t)) is constant and A0P = 0, then by Proposition 2.7 the internal
stages Xni and the exact solution at the point tni are in the same subspace S(tni). Thus, we can take
Vni = S(tni).
5. Numerical experiments
We have integrated several index 0 and 1 DAEs transformable to constant coecient with both
approaches with the implicit Euler method, implicit midpoint rule and 2-stages Gauss methods. In
all of them, the numerical solution with the new approach was better than with the classical one.
We report here example (7) but some other results can be seen in [11].
Example 5.1 (Hanke and Marz [9]). We consider system (7) whose solution is x2(t)=Ce((1+)=)−)t ,
x1(t) = (− (1 + )t)x2(t). For this problem Img(A(t)) = h(1; 0)ti and A0P = 0, thus Proposition 2.7
applies and projection and xn+1=Xs give the same approximation. Moreover, we can take Vni=S(tni)
in Theorem 4.1 and thus kAnxnk is contractive for algebraically stable methods. This system is
transformable to constant coecients.
We have solved this problem with the implicit Euler method (Fig. 1), midpoint rule (Fig. 2)
and two-stages Gauss (Fig. 3). The parameters  = 10−1 and  = 12 have been chosen to have
(1 + )=− =−1. We have used constant stepsize and we have computed for dierent stepsizes h
the maximum error in all the mesh points tn. In the gures we have plotted log(error) versus log(h).
The solid line corresponds to the classical approach whereas the dotted line with } corresponds to
the new approach.
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Fig. 1. Implicit Euler.
Fig. 2. Implicit midpoint rule.
Fig. 3. Two-stages Gauss.
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Fig. 4. Trapezoidal rule.
For the implicit Euler method the rates of convergence are 1, but the errors obtained with the
new approach are better than the errors obtained for the classical one.
For the implicit midpoint rule the rates of convergence are 2 but the errors with the new approach
are better than the errors obtained for the classical one. For the new approach the numerical solution
is obtained projecting An+1xn+1 onto S(tn+1).
For the two-stages Gauss method the observed order for the classical approach is 2 whereas the
observed order for the new approach is 4.
The previous theory does not cover the trapezoidal rule (Lobatto III A) because the coecient
matrix is singular. We have solved the above examples with this method. In the corresponding
graphics (Fig. 4), the solid line is the result for X1 = xn and xn+1 = X2; the } line is the result for
X1 = xn and xn+1 projected; the  line is the result for X1 projected and xn+1 = X2; the ? line is
the result for X1 projected and xn+1 projected. The observed order is 2. Actually for this example,
from a consistent initial condition, with the trapezoidal rule method X2 is in S(tn+1), and thus all
the options should coincide. In the graphics, we observe that for big stepsize this is the case but it
is not longer true for small stepsize.
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